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During the 2014 Hospitality Design Exposition & Conference (HD Expo) in May in Las Vegas, the International Interior Design Association (IIDA), in partnership with Hospitality Design (HD) magazine, announced the winners of the 18th Annual IIDA/HD Product Design Competition, which honors innovation, functionality, and aesthetic advancements in products debuting on the show floor. The judges, all IIDA members—Scott Hierlinger, Nelson; Rick Marencic, Daroff Design; Patricia Rotondo, Chipman Design Architecture; and Annhy Shim, the Related Group, selected 19 standouts from nearly 100 entrants. And the winners are:

Applied Finishes and Materials

1 WALLCOVERINGS AND TREATMENTS AND THE 2014 ERIC ENGSTROM BEST OF COMPETITION

Cast Stone Dimensional Panels by Architectural Systems
A modern interpretation of layering textures, the panels are made from 90 percent recycled quarried stone, are Class A fire rated, and can be used for interior or exterior applications. The marble and travertine “dust” is mixed with quality resin to express depth and perception.
ARCHSYSTEMS.COM

2 PAINTS AND/OR COATING SYSTEMS

Venetian Plaster by Vero
The slaked lime- and resin-based finishes create either a suede-like effect or a more mottled and rough form. As the lime crystallizes in reaction to air, the plaster returns to its natural limestone state, creating a wall finish that is stronger and more durable than any painted surface.
VERO-RIALTO.COM